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The first ever edition of Chapple, Company Law is a game-changing new resource in the market – taking a business perspective and an interactive approach. This first edition is concise, accessible and focused on applications of corporations law to business. The interactive Wiley E-Text brings the content to life, offering an engaging learning experience beyond any other Company Law title on the market.

THE WILEY ADVANTAGE

- **In Situ Videos**: Embedded at the point of learning, helping students connect course concepts with real-world local cases
- **Hear From Practitioners**: Exclusive videos from high-profile Australian practitioners provide insights into real world applications of the law
- **Interactive Animations**: Animated case studies ask students to apply their learning in realistic legal scenarios, with instant feedback guiding further study
- **Local Case Studies**: Relevant content and case studies of companies in Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific region
- **Print Exam Companion**: Interactive E-Text comes bundled with a print exam companion for use in open book exams
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